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Visits for Internationa
tional Membership
agreed, the International Membership
When a visit for membership is ag
Applications Committee (IMAC) tries
es to appoint as visitors at least one local
Friend and one visiting Friend. The secti
section secretaries are consulted to help in
this process. Whenever possible thee IM
IMAC tries to appoint visitors who have
the same mother tongue as the applic
pplicant; otherwise, a language should be
chosen which both applicant and visito
visitors can speak with confidence. Failing
that, an interpreter will be appointed.
Where applicants for membership are only temporarily resident in an area in
which there is no formal Quaker group,
up, and they plan to move to an area with
a Friends meeting/church, the IMAC
C ai
aims to deal with the application in the
light of the practice of that meeting/chu
/church.
With these needs and the added
d pr
problem of distance, there can be a
prolonged wait before a physicall vvisit can take place. In such cases,
consideration is given to holding an eelectronic visit, using Skype or similar
technology.
The visit is carried out in a spirit of wor
worship, with a real sense of sharing with
one another, to discern whether the
he R
Religious Society of Friends is the right
spiritual home in which the applicant
nt ccan continue to grow. The visitors will
also share their experience of membe
mbership with the applicant. The visit is
conducted with a light touch so that rea
real interpersonal sharing can take place.
There are no “right” or “wrong” answe
swers to any of the questions that will be
asked.
Topics covered can include when and
nd where the applicant first encountered
Friends, what has led him or her to app
apply for membership at this point, what
does meeting for worship mean to the aapplicant, and the applicant’s approach
to Friends' testimonies, bearing in mind
ind that absolute acceptance of them all is
not a requirement for membership. Th
The responsibilities of membership will
also be covered, including whether the applicant understands and supports
the process and implications of Quake
uaker decision making. The structures of
FWCC, and the support available from
om other IMs, the section and the World
Office should also be discussed.
The visitors may also ask about thee lif
life situation of the applicant and what
links he or she has made with like-min
minded individuals or spiritual friends, be
they Quaker or not, as well as explorin
loring what the applicant has read in the
Bible, Quaker journals, other Quakerr lite
literature, and other writings.
After the visit, the visitors will send the
their report to the IMAC for consideration
at its next meeting. The committee
ee w
will consider the report and make a
decision about whether to accept thee ap
applicant into membership.
When the IMAC makes a decision to aaccept someone into membership, the
Committee appoints one of its mem
embers to write a letter of welcome.
International Members are encouraged
ged to keep in touch with their visitors and
with FWCC through their FWCC section
tion office and through the IM Secretary in
the FWCC World Office. They are als
also encouraged to make and maintain
contact with other International Membe
mbers, in their section and beyond.

FWCC enables
Friends to work
together by
Arranging conferences and
gatherings
Encouraging intervisitation
and travel under religious
concern
Participating in ecumenical
and interfaith events
Sharing information about
Friends around the world;
publishing bulletins, Friends
World News, as well as
books and pamphlets about
Friends in several languages
Facilitating understanding
and cooperation between
mission and service bodies
of Friends worldwide
Maintaining contact with
isolated Friends and groups
through
visits
and
correspondence
Furthering
Friends’
concerns such as racial
equality,
sustainability,
women’s rights, peace,
economic justice, racial
equality and witnessing in
the world
Acting as Friends’ official
voice at the United Nations
and its agencies
FWCC World Office
173 Euston Road
London, NW1 2AX, UK
Gretchen Castle
General Secretary
world@fwcc.world
© FWCC 2018
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